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 Marillion

Somewhere in London DVD

Review by Gary Hill

I’ve never seen Marillion live. I only recently got to see Fish in

concert. Don’t get me wrong, I consider myself a big fan of Marillion.

I’ve just never had the chance to make one of their shows. Well, this

DVD set is a good way to feel like I have. It’s filmed quite well and

both the sound and video are quite good (more on that later).

I have to admit that I tend to prefer the Fish incarnation of the

group. I mean, Steve Hogarth is great and everyone in the band is

talented. They still produce incredible music. It’s just that to me the

Fish stuff was approaching the surreal in terms of how good it was.

This band is heads above most of the prog rock bands out there.

They just aren’t on the same level as the older incarnation of the

group in my opinion. So, for me the fact that the majority of the set

is from this newer version of the band is not necessarily a good thing.

And, for reasons to be discussed in the next paragraph, I didn’t get to hear the tracks that were from

the Fish era.  All in all, though, this is a great concert and sure to please Marilion fans. It’s a good first

look for those who haven’t yet embraced this incarnation of the group.

So, I had one problem with the set and it’s kind of a biggie. The copy I’ve got – mind you, it could be

this particular copy or some issue with compatibility with my PC’s DVD player (and my DVD recorder

that I use for playing on my TV) won’t play in stereo mode. Well, it will play, but there is no sound. The

only way to get sound is to switch it to surround sound. The problem is, the second DVD (which includes

some cool bonus rehearsals and other stuff) doesn’t have a menu selection to allow you to change the

audio settings. Mind you, the final bonus feature is several album tracks mixed for surround – and those

work fine – but other than that my disc two is pretty well unusable. As I said, this could be the particular

copy or some sort of compatibility issue with my equipment. Either way, it’s a bit of a disappointment.

Still, disc one is strong enough to make it worth getting either way – and yours might just work.

Click on the icon to check out items at the MSJ Marillion store.
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